Implementation - Enterprise

Benefits

- Provides immediate value from your investment – targeted solutions created for the use cases you need most
- Deploy fast, the right way
- ExtraHop Trusted Advisor: On-site expertise from an ExtraHop Solutions Architect
- Assure access to the highest fidelity data to assure quality, definitive insights
- Custom dashboards to show you and your teams exactly what you want, when you want it
- Project scheduling and tasks handled by a Project Manager

Deploy

- Data feed review prior to on-site implementation
- Deploy and configure ExtraHop Command Appliance and ExtraHop Explore Cluster
- Develop capture strategy for prioritized data collection

Implement

- Identify critical assets across datacenter infrastructure
- Provide best practices based on industry standards and use cases
- Integrate with your threat intelligence data

Customize

- Prioritize analysis for identified critical assets
- Workflow creation for incident response and investigation
- Create operational security Dashboards
- Targeted visibility for indicators of compromise

Knowledge Transfer

- Hands-on training
- Shoulder to shoulder customization experience
- 26 training credits intended for on-site Fundamentals and Advanced training

Accelerate your deployment while incorporating best practices.

The Enterprise offering supports a Reveal(x) deployment tailored to meet your most pressing security requirements. This offering includes a data feed design, prioritization of critical assets, integration with threat intelligence data, and the knowledge transfer you need to see value quickly.